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• Albuquerque’s framework was developed over a 
35-year period. City charter language as early as 
1973 mandated a link between annual budgets 
and the city’s long-term goals. In 1994, the mayor 
and City Council endorsed linking community 
goals (desired community conditions) and annual 
operating budgets. Community indicators of desired 
conditions were first used in 1996 when city staff 
published the first Albuquerque Progress Report.

• The Indicators Progress Commission (IPC), a 
12-member group of volunteer city residents, was 
authorized in 1998 after a resolution proposed by 
the mayor was passed unanimously by the City 
Council. The resolution directed the mayor to 
appoint the IPC to strengthen citizen involvement 
in the city’s performance management system. 
The IPC is charged with building and overseeing 
a systematic, repeatable process of developing 
community goals and desired community conditions, 
and then measuring the city’s progress toward 
achieving the desired future.

• The IPC oversees a citizen-driven process on a 
four-year cycle of goal development and goal 
measurement. It begins with a Goals Forum, where 
several hundred citizens gather to discuss their 
vision and ideas about Albuquerque’s future. The 
IPC also examines data from numerous citizen 
surveys, indicators of community conditions, city 
and county plans and policies, and interviews with 
elected officials to create Albuquerque’s vision, 
long-term goals and specific desired community 
conditions (DCCs), which are then formally adopted 
through the city’s legislative process.

• The vision, goals and DCCs become the top tier 
of the city’s strategic management system as 
outlined in the city’s budget ordinance. City 
departments have connected existing programs 
(program strategies) into action-oriented groupings 
of resources and activities designed to impact 
community conditions. Within each program 
strategy, similar work is organized into “service 
activities,” reflecting the efforts of work groups 
and individual employees. Managers use the goals, 
DCCs, program strategies and service activities to 
create individual Employee Work Plans each year. 

The city’s program strategies are contained in the 
performance plan, a part of the annual city budget, 
which measures the inputs, outputs, service quality 
and selected outcomes of each program strategy. 
This process ensures all levels of city government 
are aligned to the long-term goals and desired 
community conditions of Albuquerque citizens. 
Program strategies are the appropriation level of 
the city’s budget.

• Midway through the four-year cycle, the IPC 
measures community conditions and reports on the 
community’s progress toward the desired future 
in the Albuquerque Progress Report. The IPC has 
published the Albuquerque Progress Report every 
four years since its first report in 2000. Community 
indicators are organized around the goals and 
DCCs. Indicator data are analyzed to show local 
trends, the similarity to data from the nation and 
peer Southwest cities, and comparisons to citizens’ 
perceptions of the community conditions. Citizens 
must have an accurate understanding of conditions 
in their community to optimize investments and 
maximize progress. 

• Albuquerque’s strategic management system is a 
citizen-driven framework in which residents, city 
employees, elected officials and community leaders 
are encouraged to think in terms of outcomes 
and results, not just inputs, outputs, activities or 
expenditures. All stakeholders are empowered with 
facts and data, strengthening their case to organize 
and align programs in ways that impact community 
conditions. With an understanding of community 
conditions and knowledge of their organization’s 
performance capabilities and limitations, both 
citizens and organizational leaders have the 
information they need to make rational, informed 
decisions about improving life in Albuquerque.

• Albuquerque’s budget is available online 
at www.cabq.gov/budget and the Albuquerque 
Progress Report 2008 is available at 
www.abqprogress.com. The authors are available 
for questions: Ted Shogry, (505) 888-1833, 
tes8789@gmail.com and Jim Schnaible, 
(505) 768-2676, jschnaible@cabq.gov.

Project Highlights

www.cabq.gov/budget
www.abqprogress.com
mailto:tes8789@gmail.com
mailto:jschnaible@cabq.gov
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
City Population:  528,785 (27% of state population)
Metropolitan Statistical Area Population:  859,428
City Boundaries:  189 square miles
Government:  Home Rule city with strong mayor, 
city council form of government.
Environment:   High desert climate and 
topography; city bisected by Rio Grande River.
Employment:  Slightly higher percentage of 
government and professional workers than national 
averages due to presence of several high-tech 
research and development centers.
Major Employers:  Kirtland Air Force Base, 
including the Air Force Research Laboratory; 
Sandia National Laboratories (U.S. Department of 
Energy); University of New Mexico; Presbyterian 
Healthcare Services.

Notables:  
Founded in 1706, with strong Native American and 
Hispanic traditions continuing. 
Ranked No. 2 on Kiplinger’s Personal Finance 
magazine’s top ten cities in 2009.
Named “The Nation’s Best City for Business and 
Careers” by Forbes magazine in 2006.

Relevant Websites:
www.cabq.gov/budget
www.abqprogress.com 

Community indicators provide leaders with 
valuable information about conditions in 
their community. They are most effective, 

however, when linked to defined processes that 
result in citizens, elected officials, businesses, 
community organizations, and government and 
non-government entities working cooperatively to 
improve their community. Local government can 
impact few, if any, desired conditions on its own. 
The City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, uses a citizen-
driven framework developed over several decades 
to connect indicators of community conditions with 
annual budgets, departmental programs and work 
plans for individual city employees. 

incremental Development
In a major revision to the Albuquerque City Charter 

in 1973, language was included that mandated a link 
between annual operating budgets and the city’s 
long-term goals. For over 20 years, however, no 
clear, consistent process had been established to link 
budgets to a desired future. Improvement began in 
1994 when the mayor and City Council approved a 
set of community goals and began creating additional 
ways to connect annual budgets to long-term goals. 

City staff recognized the importance of 
understanding current community conditions as 
an input to the resource allocation process, and 
in 1996 published the first Albuquerque Progress 
Report based on community indicators of desired 
conditions. To further strengthen citizen involvement 
in the city’s performance management system, the 
mayor proposed creating the indicators Progress 
commission (iPc). The City Council unanimously 
passed the resolution in 1998, and the group was 
created with the council’s advice and consent. 
The IPC, a volunteer group of city residents, 
was appointed with the purpose of building and 
overseeing a systematic, repeatable process for 
developing long-term goals and measuring progress 
toward the desired future. 

Leaders also recognized a need to make 
government more accountable for the services it 
delivered and so developed performance measures 
of outputs, inputs, service quality, impacts and 
outcomes to measure the efficiency and effectiveness 
of government services. This early integration of 
community indicators and performance measures 
resulted in a 2001 revision to the city’s budget 
ordinance. The change established a four-year, 
citizen-driven process in which the IPC uses 

Figure 1:  Notable facts about Albuquerque.  
Source: U.S. Census; Bureau of Labor Statistics; 
Albuquerque Economic Development.

community indicators to measure current conditions, 
which then become key inputs to policy and budget 
decisions. City departments use their budgets to align 
and deliver services to positively affect community 
conditions, and then measure their performance 
to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of those 
services. Community conditions are then measured 
again, repeating the process.

Linking and integrating community indicators with 
performance measures was not without obstacles to 
overcome. The general nature of local government 
is to respond to immediate or near-term needs. In 
order for an integrated process to be effective, it 
was necessary to change the focus from responding 
to immediate problems to focusing on the long-term 
desired outcomes of the city. This approach allowed 

www.cabq.gov/budget
www.abqprogress.com
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citizen-Developed Goals
The City of Albuquerque’s strategic management 

system is based on a citizen-driven process overseen 
by the IPC, a diverse 12-member group of involved 
citizen volunteers appointed to staggered, three-year 
terms by the mayor and approved by the City Council.

Central to the IPC’s charter is the development 
of broad community goals that represent major 
community characteristics, for example, “Human and 
Family Development,” “Public Safety” and “Economic 
Vitality.” While full statements for each goal spell 
out what the goal means for Albuquerque, what 
really brings them to life are desired community 
conditions (Dccs): positively worded descriptions of 
the conditions that would exist if the city’s goals were 
achieved. Together, the outcome-oriented goals and 
the specific desired community conditions articulate 
a future that is important to the community. 
They focused on the conditions that residents 
experience every day and not just the actions of city 
government. Albuquerque’s current vision, goals and 
desired community conditions, adopted in late 2006, 
are shown in Figure 2 (see this page and page 6).

the city to get ahead of problems and create 
comprehensive approaches to difficult challenges. 
Another obstacle was how to find legitimacy 
and support for an outcome-driven approach to 
governing. Fortunately, early leaders provided that 
legitimacy by linking long-term goals to city budgets 
in the early 1970s. Through subsequent legislation, 
elected officials further strengthened the process 
by involving citizens in the goal-setting and goal 
measurement process, and requiring performance 
measurement at every level of city government. 
Extensive citizen involvement and the use of wide-
ranging data result in significant public support for 
policy decisions. Finally, a continuing obstacle is to 
find good data to support decision-making. Some 
conditions are very difficult to measure. Anecdotal 
measurements and changes in methodologies 
defeat the ability to establish trends. And in some 
cases, the value to be derived from the data is far 
exceeded by the cost of gathering it.

Figure 2: The City of Albuquerque’s Vision, Five-year Goals and Desired Community/Customer Conditions (DCCs), 
produced by the Indicators Progress Commission from the 2006 Goals Forum. 
Source: Resolution R-06-137. (Continued on page 6.)

Vision, Goals and Desired community conditions
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The IPC’s process for creating the city’s goals 
and DCCs incorporates different inputs, as shown in 
Figure 3 (see page 8). The process begins with a Goals 
Forum held every four years. In these forums, several 
hundred citizens come together in guided discussions 
to talk about their ideas for Albuquerque’s future. 
Attendees include citizens, students, representatives 
of neighborhood associations, members of the city’s 
citizen boards and commissions, and numerous other 
interest groups. Most are randomly assigned to a 
goal group, although some participants with specific 
interests are placed in a goal group outside their 
area of expertise to ensure that voices from many 
perspectives are heard. Goals Forum members are 
asked to think about Albuquerque’s future in positive 
terms: stating what they want the community to be 
like, rather than focusing on preventing or solving 
a negative condition. The output of the Goals 
Forum, prepared by the IPC with the assistance 
of a professional facilitator, is a community vision 
statement, goals and desired community conditions, 
all in draft form. 

Other citizen inputs are used to supplement the 
results of the Goals Forum in the IPC’s goal-setting 
process. Every two years, the IPC conducts a “Citizen 
Perception of Community Conditions” survey, the results 
of which provide valuable insight into how citizens 
perceive the community in which they live. Other 
surveys have been conducted to measure citizens’ 
perceptions of how important and how much progress 
has been made toward achieving the desired conditions. 
The IPC also considers the results of other, more specific 
customer surveys that may have been conducted by city 
departments since the last Goals Forum.

Although surveys provide valuable insight into 
the perception of community conditions, they may 
not always reflect actual conditions, as measured 
by other community indicators. For example, a 
perception that it is unsafe to be out at night might 
not match an actual reduction in crime in a particular 
neighborhood. For this reason, the IPC also includes 
data derived from other measures when developing 
goals and desired community conditions. Most DCCs 
have associated “goal progress indicators” that 
provide data-based input into the goal development 
process. Goal progress indicators are measured 
annually as part of the city’s annual budget process 
and two years after each Goals Forum in the 
Albuquerque Progress Report. 

Albuquerque city government is not the only 

stakeholder in the city’s desired future, so the IPC 
reviews the plans, goals and policies of the county 
and other governmental, quasi-governmental and 
non-governmental entities that may impact the 
city’s goals and desired community conditions. This 
review ensures that city goals and DCCs are inclusive, 
comprehensive and recognize the impact of all 
stakeholders in the city’s future.

The IPC conducts interviews with the mayor and 
City Council members to identify their positive 
visions of Albuquerque’s future and to verify that the 
goals and DCCs are consistent with their priorities 
as the elected representatives of the citizens. City 
departments are also engaged to further develop the 
most practical and appropriate goal process indicators 
used to measure progress toward the desired future.

The output of IPC’s goal development process 
is a resolution recommending a vision for the city, 
broad five-year goals and specific DCCs describing 
Albuquerque’s desired future. This resolution is 
formally presented to the mayor, who submits it 
to the City Council for legislative action. A public 
hearing is held on the resolution to get additional 
citizen input. Once adopted by the council and 
approved by the mayor, the vision, goals and 
DCCs serve as the top tier of the city’s strategic 
management system, serving to align resources 
and performance in ways that positively impact 
community conditions.

linking Goals to action
Based on this process, including substantial 

participation by citizens, Albuquerque’s goals and 
desired community conditions provide context for 
the city to take action. They provide a framework 
in which city departments organize and connect 
existing programs in ways that impact community 
conditions. This alignment is mandated by the 
city’s budget ordinance, the cornerstone document 
of Albuquerque’s strategic management system 
(Figure 4, page 8). When revised in 2001, the budget 
ordinance not only established the annual budget 
process, but also incorporated the charter of the IPC, 
established the four-year cycle of developing goals 
and desired community conditions, authorized the 
collection of community indicators and directed city 
departments to measure the performance of city 
services.

Departments align their programs to the goals 
and desired community conditions through program 
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Figure 3: Inputs, 
major activities 
and outputs of the 
Goal Development 
Process for 
the City of 
Albuquerque. 
Source: City of 
Albuquerque 
Office of 
Management  
and Budget.

Figure 4: The City 
of Albuquerque’s 
Strategic Management 
System promotes 
alignment and 
measurement from 
the highest level 
goals to individual 
employees. Source: 
City of Albuquerque 
Office of Management 
and Budget.
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strategies, action-oriented groupings of resources 
and activities designed to positively affect 
community conditions. Albuquerque has 117 program 
strategies organized by goal and further grouped 
by desired community condition. The city had long 
operated under a program budget. Aligning these 
programs to desired outcomes was a straightforward 
process that required few adjustments. In the 2001 
budget ordinance amendment, programs were 
renamed “program strategies” with the intent of 
organizing services and activities with common 
purposes together.

The program strategy is the appropriation level 
of the city budget and adjustments to an original 
appropriation generally require action by the City 
Council. Departments are held accountable for 
spending at the program strategy level and must 
account for over- or under-spending a program 
strategy appropriation by more than 5 percent or 
$100,000, whichever is less. Program strategies 
sometimes reflect a department’s organizational 
structure, but the city tries hard to group together 
services that share a common purpose, with the 
intent of impacting desired community conditions. 
This creates a marriage of program and strategy to 
achieve a goal.

Within each program strategy, similar work is 
grouped into service activities, which generally 
reflect the activity of work groups and individual 
jobs. All city employees are budgeted within a 
respective service activity. Managers use the goals, 
DCCs, program strategies and service activities to 
create employee work plans for individual workers 
above a certain mid-level grade. 

Albuquerque’s strategic management system 
provides a well-developed framework to align 
high-level, citizen-derived goals with department 
programs and even to individual employee work 
plans. The city’s annual budgeting process is the tool 
that makes this possible.

an example of alignment in  
the city’s budget Plan

Albuquerque’s annual budgets consist of two 
volumes. Volume 1, the financial plan, is a traditional 
fiscal document organized around funds and 
departments. Volume 2, the performance plan, is 
organized first by goal, then by desired community 
condition. It also contains the city’s performance 
measures, organized by program strategy. It is 
intended to present a “results” perspective.

Figure 5 – Part 1, 2 (see page 10) is an example 
of a DCC introduction page from Albuquerque’s 
performance plan. It precedes presentation of four 
individual program strategies. The strategies aim to 
influence the desired community condition, “Senior 
citizens live and function in optimal environments.” 
This DCC is part of the “Human and Family 
Development” goal. There are several things to note 
about the DCC introduction:

Examining this introduction, one determines that 
two departments use resources from two funds to 
align four program strategies, with the primary 
purpose to impact the “Senior citizens live and 
function in optimal environments” desired community 
condition. None of this would be clear by examining 
only a fund-oriented budget presentation or a 

 •  It begins with community indicators of the DCC, 
showing the results of not only city programs, but of all 
stakeholders. 

 •  The community indicators are from a variety of sources. 
Data on the percentage of Albuquerque residents caring 
for an elderly relative is based on IPC-sponsored “Citizen 
Perceptions of Community Conditions” surveys. The other 
indicators of this desired community condition are from 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the 
American Community Survey.

 •  Three charts are included from the Albuquerque Progress 
Report, published by the IPC in 2008 and updated with 
the most current data available.

 •  Key questions about this desired community condition 
(and what the city is doing to impact it) are included to 
spur critical thinking by citizens and community leaders.

 •  The dollar amount and the percentage of the overall city 
budget invested in the four program strategies primarily 
affecting this DCC are shown to provide a sense of scale 
and priority when this DCC is compared to others.

 •  Within the program strategies, related work is organized 
by function into service activities.

 •  In addition to the primary DCC, other secondary desired 
conditions are also impacted by these program strategies.

Continued on Page 11
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Figure 5 - Part 1: The beginning sections of a DCC introduction page showing community indicators related to 
the desired community condition “Senior citizens live and function in optimal environments.” Source: City of 
Albuquerque Proposed FY/11 Budget, Volume 2 – Performance Plan.

Figure 5 - Part 2: The final sections of a DCC introduction page show key questions for readers and the four 
program strategies impacting the desired community condition, “Senior citizens live and function in optimal 
environments.” Source: City of Albuquerque Proposed FY/11 Budget, Volume 2 – Performance Plan.

a Desired community condition introduction Page
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presentation organized by department. Organizing 
information about the city’s services as illustrated 
in this example provides the reader with a more 
complete picture of what the city is doing to help 
senior citizens. It is a much broader perspective than 
one would get if only looking at a department or a 
single fund. This form of presentation highlights the 
interconnectedness of spending, stakeholders and 
strategy. 

In the performance plan, the four individual 
program strategies with the primary purpose of 

impacting “Senior citizens live and function in 
optimal environments” follow the DCC introductory 
pages. To continue with this example of alignment 
with the city’s strategic management system, Figure 
6 - Part 1, 2, 3 (see this page and page 12) show an 
example of one of the program strategies in this DCC 
and goal. Close examination of the example reveals 
how important information from several sources 
is consolidated in one place, which contributes 
significantly to understanding the context, the 
alignment with goals and DCCs, and how the program 
strategy is a means to an end.

The “Senior well-being” Program Strategy

Figure 6 - Part 1: The beginning section of the “Senior Well-Being” program strategy, one of four program 
strategies designed to impact the “Senior citizens live and function in optimal environments” desired community 
condition. Source: City of Albuquerque Proposed FY/11 Budget, Volume 2 – Performance Plan.
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The “Senior well-being” Program Strategy
continued

Figure 6 - Part 2: The middle section of the “Senior Well-Being” program strategy. Source: City of Albuquerque 
Proposed FY/11 Budget, Volume 2 – Performance Plan.

Figure 6 - Part 3: The final sections of the “Senior Well-Being” program strategy.  
Source: City of Albuquerque Proposed FY/11 Budget, Volume 2 – Performance Plan.
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 •  Annual Objectives, defined annually by resolution, are 
specific projects or steps taken to impact five-year 
goals, usually falling within the scope of a single service 
activity or program strategy. Each objective is attainable 
within a specified period of time, preferably within one 
or two fiscal years. The city charter specifies that the 
City Council, in its role as a policy-setting body, shall 
annually review and adopt one-year objectives related 
to the five-year goals for the city. To carry out this 
mandate, an annual Objectives Resolution is created 
jointly by the mayor and the City Council, with support 
and recommendations from city departments. The city 
administration reports to the City Council on the status of 
these objectives twice, at fiscal mid-year and year-end, 
until each objective has been completed.

 •  Planned Initiatives are similar to objectives, except that 
they are usually smaller in scale, are department-centered 
and usually do not have the same level of impact as a 
priority objective. They are not adopted formally by 
resolution but merit inclusion in the city’s performance 
plan to account for additional department efforts within 
that program strategy to impact the desired community 
condition.

 •  Strategic Accomplishments. In those cases in which 
service activities focus primarily on one of the following—
planning functions, strategic support or individual project 
implementation—“output” may be better identified as 
a specific accomplishment (for example, “Updated the 
Comprehensive Plan” or “Opened a new community 
center”). This is work that is both tangible and major in 
scope, but does not lend itself readily to measurement by 
work unit. The achievement of an annual objective often 
qualifies as a strategic accomplishment.

The final section of the program strategy is for 
“Objectives, Initiatives and Accomplishments.”

•  Total Program Strategy Inputs provide a short history of the 
funding and staffing for the program strategy, including the 
source fund’s name and city fund number.

•  Service Activities are further subdivisions of the program 
strategy and reflect work activities that are related in 
some manner. In this case, the service activities are related 
by their purpose. The Service Activity account number is 
also provided.

Following the Desired Future section (Figure 6 - Part 
1, page 11) is how the city responds to meeting that 
challenge through this particular program strategy.

 •  “Senior Well-Being,” the program strategy title, describes 
the approach the city is taking to impact the goal and 
desired conditions. 

 •  The strategy purpose is an action statement that 
summarizes why the service is provided, who the 
customer is, and describes the impact the service has on 
the desired condition.

 •  The goal and DCCs are clearly stated in the Desired 
Future section to reinforce the concept that city services 
provided to senior citizens exist for a larger purpose—in 
this case, to help seniors live and function in optimal 
environments.

 •  Measures of Outcome, Impact or Need:
✓  Outcomes put the program strategy in the context 

of the condition. Outcome measures show trends in 
the conditions.

✓  Impact is the part of the outcome attributable to 
the program strategy.

✓  Need quantifies the potential demand for the 
service among the customer population.

✓  Departments create a “headline” to summarize 
the outcome, impact or need measures. Not every 
program strategy will have measures of all three 
types.

 •  The Highlighted Measure gives departments an 
opportunity to call special attention to something of 
interest related to the program strategy. It could be a 
change in customer conditions or demand, something the 
department is doing well and the results are exceeding 
expectations, or a troublesome challenge—anything the 
department wants to communicate using datas.

	•    Data elements are provided by fiscal year to help identify 
trends and to correlate inputs to outputs and service 
quality. Actual counts are used for the previous year, 
approved counts are for the current fiscal year, and 
proposed numbers are projections for the upcoming year.

	•    Data Process Maturity is a recent addition to the city of 
Albuquerque’s program strategies. The data elements 
reported are the result of the processes used to collect, 
handle and report information assembled for each 
performance measure. These processes have certain 
characteristics, which are reflective of the process’ 
maturity. Process maturity, in this sense, is a measure 
of the quality of the source and the degree to which the 
data processes are standardized, consistent, repeatable, 
documented and subject to quality assurance practices. 
“Validated” measurement processes are the most mature, 
characterized by high-quality data sources, standardized 
and consistent processes and regular quality assurance 
reviews. “Managed” processes generally yield consistent 
data, but are more subject to variation from a variety of 
sources. The least mature data processes are labeled “ad 
hoc” because they may not be consistent or repeatable and 
the data may not be reproducible by others now or in the 
future. It is important to note, however, that in many cases, 
“ad hoc” and “managed” data processes are sufficiently 
accurate when compared to the cost of improving the 
processes to achieve a higher level of maturity.

	•  Key Work Performed represents important processes, 
functions, activities, work or jobs performed in order to 
provide the services necessary to implement the program 
strategy.

	•   Performance Measures are output measures that quantify 
the amount of work or service delivered. Quality 
measures relate to customer satisfaction, the efficiency 
of delivery or service effectiveness in terms of accuracy 
or timeliness. continued

Some key elements contained in the service 
activities, shown in Figure 6 - Part 2 (page 12), from 
left to right, are:
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Program strategies are designed to impact the 
desired community conditions. However, on close 
examination, only 42 of the 62 DCCs are addressed as 
the primary purpose of a program strategy. This can 
occur for several reasons. Eighteen additional DCCs 
are addressed as secondary conditions impacted by a 
program strategy. Two desired community conditions 
are not listed as either primary or secondary for any 
program strategy. This is the result of the desired 
community condition being one for which the city is 

not a stakeholder. For example, DCC 17 concerns a 
reliable water system, which is handled by a regional 
water authority. DCC 24 deals with the use and 
availability of alternative energy sources, a service 
handled in Albuquerque by the private sector. 

employee Performance management
The final element of the city’s strategic 

management system aligns the jobs of individual 
employees to the city’s goals and desired conditions. 

 

 Figure 7: The Employee Work Plan, aligning the work of individual employees to the goal, program strategy and 
service activity. Source: City of Albuquerque Human Resources Department, Manager’s Toolkit.
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Each employee above a certain mid-level grade 
receives an annual Employee Work Plan (EWP). An 
example is shown in Figure 7 (see page 14). 

EWPs are completed at the beginning of the fiscal 
year when resources have been allocated to the 
program strategies. The employee and manager 
jointly complete the EWP, discussing how the goal, 
program strategy and service activity provide context 
for the employee’s position. Employees are shown 
how their work, described as an “expectation,” 
relates to the service activity, program strategy and 
goal in which the employee is budgeted. 

The EWP form not only shows how the employee’s 
performance will be measured, but also how the 
service activity’s and program strategy’s performance 
will also be measured. This clearly identifies the 
employee’s role in the organization and reinforces 
the employee’s stake in the delivery of services. 
Managers are encouraged to use the performance 
plan when they meet with each employee to discuss 
how the employee’s individual job contributes to 
achieving the city’s goals. At the end of the fiscal 
year, managers again meet with each employee and 
determine if the expectations of the employee’s 
performance have been met, and to create the EWP 
for the next fiscal year.

Space is provided in the comments section for 
both employee and supervisor. Although there are no 
specific guidelines, supervisors sometimes use this 
section to explain expectations not met, recommend 
training or identify other skills, not directly related to 
current job duties, which may benefit the employee 
in the future. Employees often use the comments 
section to identify training or other resources they 
need in order to meet the supervisor’s expectations.

Albuquerque’s strategic management system 
(Figure 4) ensures the alignment of resources and 
activities from the highest level long-term goals 
and desired community conditions (community 
developed), to program strategies and service 
activities (implemented by funds and departments), 
to employee work plans (for individual mid-level 
employees).

measurement at every level
Regular and recurring measurement processes 

provide employees, supervisors, managers, decision- 
and policy-makers, citizens and community leaders 
with valuable information about “how we’re doing” 

both inside city government and as a community. 
Albuquerque’s strategic management system 
incorporates such performance measurements from 
the individual employee level all the way up to 
indicators of the community conditions that comprise 
the long-term goals for the city. See Figure 4 (see 
page 8), right column.

Individual employee performance measurement 
is based on the Employee Work Plan (Figure 7; see 
page 14). Performance expectations are jointly set 
by the employee and the supervisor at the beginning 
of the fiscal year, serving to motivate employees by 
showing them how their particular jobs contribute 
to the overall goals of the city. At the end of the 
fiscal year, performance is reviewed to determine 
if expectations were successfully met, and a new 
EWP is created for the following fiscal year. Aligning 
employee performance measurement with the fiscal 
year budgeting cycle allows for expectations to be 
managed based on current budget realities.

Moving up one level in Figure 4 (page 8), 
performance data for program strategies and service 
activities are reported in the performance plan 
(Figure 6; see pages 11, 12). Measures of inputs, 
outputs, service quality and outcomes allow for 
the comparison of actual to planned performance, 

 1. Goal progress indicators (GPIs) of desired community 
conditions illustrate if we are making progress toward 
community sustainability by achieving broad goals as 
mandated in the City Charter. These goals are defined 
through a public participation process, led by citizens 
(the Indicators Progress Commission), and adopted by the 
mayor and City Council. The Albuquerque Progress Report 
2008 (www.abqprogress.com) includes these GPIs. GPIs are 
supplemented in the performance plan with other indicators 
of desired community conditions.

 2. The city’s performance management system connects 
city services, activities and functions to those desired 
conditions and then measures the impact city strategies and 
services have on the desired conditions. 

 3. Then, performance measures (outputs and quality 
measures) at the programmatic and service levels measure 
what the city does (how much and how well) to influence 
the desired community conditions, as measured above.

 4. Finally, performance of individual managers is linked 
to organizational performance through the city’s Employee 
Work Plan and Performance Evaluation Guide (PEG) process.

Figure 8: A description of the city’s measurement processes 
from the highest levels to individual employees. Source: 
City of Albuquerque Proposed FY/11 Budget, Volume 2 – 
Performance Plan.

http://www.abqprogress.com
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show trends over time and show the impact of city 
services on selected outcomes. City departments 
can generally influence the service performance 
results year to year through effective allocation and 
management of resources. Performance plan data 
also allow departments to communicate changing 
needs or demands, changes in customer conditions, or 
other information critical to promoting the purpose of 
the program strategy. It provides the data necessary 
to learn from past performance to continually 
improve future performance.

The Albuquerque Progress Report (APR), published 
by the Indicators Progress Commission, remains the 
highest level of performance measurement in the 
city’s strategic management system. The report 
uses a comprehensive set of community indicators 
to measure the city’s progress toward achieving its 
desired future. It culminates the IPC’s recurring 
four-year citizen-driven process of goal-setting 
and progress measurement. The first Albuquerque 
Progress Report was published by city staff in 1996 
and the IPC has published three subsequent editions, 
one every four years since 2000. 

The latest, APR 2008, is arranged in eight sections, 
one for each of Albuquerque’s eight broad goals, 
and further subdivided by 46 desired community 
conditions, the positively worded statements 
describing the city’s desired future. Eleven desired 
conditions in the “Governmental Excellence and 
Effectiveness” goal were not measured because they 
relate to outcome statements for purely internal 
services. Three other DCCs refer to the desired 
outcomes of elected officials and no means of 
measurement for these conditions were identified. 
DCCs 24 and 36 relate to energy alternatives and 
consumption and were combined, as were DCCs 50 
and 51, which related to citizens’ ability to access 
and participate in government. The Albuquerque 
Progress Report 2008 is available online at 
www.abqprogress.com.

Ninety-nine indicators, organized by desired 
condition, attempt to answer three questions:

Assessing these dimensions together, the local 
trend, the regional/national comparison and the 
citizen perception, led the IPC to one of three 
conclusions for each desired community condition 
measured in the APR. One is an opportunity to 
“celebrate” significant progress, the second is an 
opportunity to “continue to improve” on some 
positive movement toward achievement, and the 
third is an opportunity to “improve,” reflecting a 
need for the community to address the condition 
more effectively. Continuing with the alignment 
example, the DCC page for the “Senior citizens live 
and function in optimal environments” is shown in 
Figure 9 (see page 17). 

Figures 10 and 11 (see pages 18, 19) are the 
specific goal progress indicators, which provide the 
data from which the conclusions on Figure 9 were 
made. The format for the goal progress indicator 
pages include:

 1. are the local data trends positive, stable (or mixed if 
there are multiple, conflicting indicators) or negative? 
The indicator data establish a local trend over time for that 
condition and allow the community to determine if it is 
improving and making progress toward the desired future.

 2. How does albuquerque compare to the nation, or more 
specifically, to similar cities in the Southwest? Where 
possible, Albuquerque’s indicator data are compared to six 
other southwestern cities. These cities, like Albuquerque, 
are home to major universities, military bases or other large 
institutions, are the principle city in their metropolitan 
area, and have similar populations and demographics. These 
regional comparisons were supplemented, where possible, 
with data from national indicators. The IPC felt comparisons 
were important to see if community indicators showed 
Albuquerque was performing better, similarly, or worse than 
peer cities and to understand if any national trends beyond 
local control were influencing local conditions. (Please note 
that the IPC cautions readers about using comparative 
jurisdictional data inappropriately. Comparative data are 
provided to spur questions about why Albuquerque is the 
way it is and to encourage further thinking about how the 
city can improve.) 

 3. Does the citizens’ perception of the condition match 
what the indicator data say about the condition? The 
IPC believes citizens must have an accurate understanding 
of the conditions that exist in their community if they 
are to optimize investments and maximize progress. To 
gauge the accuracy of their perceptions about community 
conditions, the IPC conducted two surveys in late 2007 
asking Albuquerque residents to rate the importance of 
each desired community condition to them personally, and 
to assess their perception of the progress the city has made 
toward achieving the desired state. In the APR 2008, survey 
results are compared to data from the community indicators 
to see if the citizen perception matches or differs from 
the data. Areas where the perception differs from the data 
identifies where opportunities exist for better education, 
understanding and communication about actual conditions.

http://www.abqprogress.com
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 •  The indicator title;
 •  An indicator description: definitions, data methodology and 

background information about the indicator;
 •  Why is this indicator relevant?: the importance of the 

indicator, intended uses and linkages to other indicators;

 •  Data source(s): the office(s) and/or organizations from 
which the data were obtained with sources and dates as 
appropriate;

 •  What can we tell from the data?: basic conclusions reached, 
based on the data; and

 •  Data tables, graphs and charts.

Desired Community Condition Summary Page

Figure 9:  A DCC 
summary page from 
the Albuquerque 
Progress Report 
2008, showing the 
IPC’s conclusions 
about the community 
indicator data 
related to the 
“Senior citizens 
live and function 
in optimal 
environments” 
desired community 
condition. Source:  
Albuquerque 
Progress Report 
2008.
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Community indicators, measured locally 
over time, compared to regional and national 
benchmarks, and validated by citizen surveys are 
the foundation of the Albuquerque Progress Report 
and provide stakeholders with the information they 
need to meet the challenge of creating livable, 

Goal Progress indicator Page

sustainable communities. But, as the IPC points 
out, government cannot, nor should it, do it 
alone. Positive movement toward achieving the 
desired future requires the cooperative efforts of 
individuals, businesses, other government agencies 
and community organizations.

Figure 10: The first 
of two goal progress 
indicator pages 
related to the “Senior 
citizens live and 
function in optimal 
environments” desired 
community condition. 
Source: Albuquerque 
Progress Report 2008.
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Figure 11: The second 
of two goal progress 
indicator pages 
related to the “Senior 
citizens live and 
function in optimal 
environments” 
desired community 
condition. Source: 
Albuquerque Progress 
Report 2008.

Goal Progress indicator Page
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Public Value, legitimacy  
and capability

Albuquerque’s framework for integrating 
community indicators, city budgets and government 
performance measures is successful because it 
addresses the three complex areas of the “strategic 
triangle.” This concept was discussed by Mark Moore 
and Sanjeev Khagram of the John F. Kennedy School 
of Government in the March 2004 article, “On 
Creating Public Value: What Business Might Learn 
from Government about Strategic Management.” 
They described the three questions managers must 
address when committing their organizations to a 
particular course of action. These issues form the 
strategic triangle shown in Figure 12 (see this page).

The “public value” created by the city’s 
integrated strategic management system is the 
citizen involvement in the goal-setting and goal 
measurement processes. Their participation, 
especially with regards to the IPC, and their 
leadership of this process validates it as “the right 
thing to do” for Albuquerque.

The City Charter and Budget Ordinance, elements 
of law, provide the “legitimacy and support” to 
maintain the strategic management system. 

Investments and continuous improvement in the 
training, deployment, structure, tools, processes and 
understanding of the strategic management process 
are creating “operational capability” to implement 
strategic, fact-based and citizen-driven management 
processes throughout the city.

community Sustainability
The United Nations defines sustainability 

as “meeting the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs.” Sustainability has 
generally been recognized as reaching a balance (in 
a community, area, state, nation or world) among 
economic vitality, environmental enhancement and 
human well-being. Sustainability can be measured, 
and in Albuquerque, it is measured each time the 
city implements a budget, measures the efficiency 
and effectiveness of city services, and measures 
progress toward the desired future. Is Albuquerque 

Figure 12: The “Strategic 
Triangle” of three critical 
and complex issues facing 
government managers. 
Source: Moore, Mark and 
Sanjeev Khagram. 2004.“On 
Creating Public Value: What 
Business Might Learn from 
Government About Strategic 
Management.” Corporate 
Social Responsibility 
Initiative Working Paper 
No. 3. Cambridge, MA. 
John F. Kennedy School 
of Government, Harvard 
University.

The Strategic Triangle
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a sustainable community? Has the quality of our 
community changed over the last five years, 10 
years, 20 or 50? Local trends of community indicators 
reported in the Albuquerque Progress Report help 
answer those questions. 

Data in the performance plan clarify the 
relationship and interconnectedness of city services 
and the ways they impact desired conditions. These 
tools help officials determine what mix of services 
will provide the most positive impact in the present 
without unintended negative consequences or 
excessive costs to the public in the future.

Solutions to one problem can make other problems 
worse, as Community Indicators Consortium Acting 
Executive Director Maureen Hart has noted. Creating 
affordable housing is a City of Albuquerque priority 
and a Desired Community Condition. DCC No. 5 is 
“Safe, decent and affordable housing is available.” 
However, if that housing exists only in areas far from 
employment, unintended consequences are created—
increased traffic, more air pollution, and greater 
financial burdens on low and moderate income 

households caused by longer commutes and high 
energy prices.

In place of a stovepipe approach is one that values 
links among the economy, the environment and the 
society. This is the view of a sustainable community.

Albuquerque’s goals and desired community 
conditions are our framework for sustainability. They 
define what a sustainable Albuquerque is or desires 
to be. Figure 13 (see this page) shows the connection 
of Albuquerque’s framework to that of the United 
Nations.

The Albuquerque Progress Report is not a 
report about solutions. However, the APR also puts 
conditions (and solutions) in context and allows 
citizens to know where the community stands. With 
this knowledge we can craft plans and take action to 
move us toward that desired future. It provides a way 
for our community to focus on priorities and begins 
to define problems and opportunities. It tries to 
assess conditions based on facts. If the Albuquerque 
Progress Report is to contribute to sustainable 

Figure 13: The City 
of Albuquerque 
connects citizen-
developed goals 
and desired 
community 
conditions 
to create a 
sustainable future. 
Source: City of 
Albuquerque 
Approved FY/10 
Budget, Volume 2 – 
Performance Plan.
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solutions in Albuquerque, those solutions will have to 
recognize the linkage among the desired conditions 
and how solutions designed to address one condition 
can impact others in unintended ways. 

Success Depends on Tools and 
Processes

By integrating community indicators and 
performance measures, the City of Albuquerque has 
a well-developed structure for aligning budgets and 
services to address the current and emerging needs 
of the city. Central to that structure are the various 
pieces of legislation that legitimize the process 
and generate support for policy decisions. The IPC, 
established by resolution, recommends goals and 
desired conditions based on citizen input from Goals 
Forums, citizen survey data, goal progress indicators 
and interviews with elected officials. The city’s 
budget ordinance is another key process, creating 
and funding program strategies aligned in ways that 
focus on outcomes by impacting desired community 
conditions. The performance plan, a key tool of the 
annual budget process, measures the inputs, outputs, 
quality and impact of city services on the desired 
conditions, giving executives and managers at all 
levels valuable information about the effectiveness 
and efficiency of city services. Employee Work Plans, 
aligned to goals through the performance plan, 
ensure every worker knows what work is to be done, 
how well it is to be done, and how their performance 
of that work contributes to improving conditions in 
the city. The Albuquerque Progress Report, another 
critical tool provided by citizens on the IPC, uses 
community indicators to measure progress toward 
achieving the goals and helps identify opportunities 
for celebration and improvement. All of these 
processes and their associated tools are grounded in 
legislation ensuring that the city has the operational 
capacity, and the legitimacy and support to provide 
public value to the citizens of Albuquerque.

conclusion
The city’s strategic management system 

encourages citizens, city employees and elected 
officials to think in terms of outcomes and results 
rather than only outputs and activities. It provides 
a way to explain not only how the city provides the 
services it does, but more important, why it provides 
those services. The system provides context for 
employees and allows them to clearly see how their 
individual efforts change community conditions and 
contribute to achieving the city’s goals. Managers 
are empowered, because with facts and data they 
are able to present a stronger case to align their 
programs to the most effective strategies and 
outcomes. Most important, however, the integration 
of community indicators and performance measures 
is leading to more fact-based decision-making by 
all stakeholders in the community’s future, both 
in and out of government. With an understanding 
of community conditions and knowledge of their 
organization’s performance capabilities and 
limitations, both citizens and organizational 
leaders have the information they need to make 
rational, informed decisions about improving life in 
Albuquerque.


